
Quality is what counts

In reply to James Willoughby’s interesting article in last

month’s Klarion on the decline of the influence of USA-bred

stallions on British racing I had a look at some tables. I think

the findings are interesting.

The table below is from the 1997 Leading Sires in

GB/Ireland by total races won (source, Weatherbys’ Stallion

book).

I know which team I would have wanted to have invested

in. By 2014 the tables had turned, as shown here:

It could be argued that the quality of European-bred

stallions has improved.  

A few other points from the cursory research:

• In 1997 Sadlers Wells was the leading sire by races

won because his stock won 70 races. This number

would have put him 23rd in 2014, behind Bahamian

Bounty and Verglas, but ahead of Pastoral Pursuits and

Oratorio.

• In 1997 the top 110 sires won 66% of the races while

in 2014 the top 110 stallions won 83% of the races – the

pool is tightening. In fact, the top 10 stallions in 1997

won 546 races, or 13% of the total, compared to 2014

when the top 10 stallions won 1,168 races, or 20% of

all races.

The trend is undeniable and actually welcome as a sign of a

mature industry. However, history shows that if an advantage

can be found anywhere in the world, the clever will seek it out

and bring it home, potentially reversing the trend. Quality is

what counts most.

JOHN OSBORNE
Tipper House Stud, Nass, Ireland

Blinkers and weights

As always I enjoyed my latest copy of the Kingsley Klarion

but must question James Willoughby regarding his article on

blinkers. While I agree with him that the first statistical

example he refers to is nonsense (that horses improve the more

they wear blinkers), the second is also flawed as it does not

take into account any rise in the handicap weight following

one or more successes. 

It must follow that after the first success in blinkers a second

or third success becomes more difficult following a weight rise

rather than the horse "getting wise" I appreciate this may not

apply to pattern class horses but in a statistical survey of 8,585

the majority will be handicappers

JEFF SMITH
Hursley, Hants

James Willoughby replies: Here is the second table to
which Jeff refers:

As he rightly says, my conjecture that the sole cause of the
decline in SR is horses “getting wise” to blinkers is
incomplete. Jeff’s alternative hypothesis is that the decline in
SR is a function of horses going up the weights.

Neither does this explain the effect alone, however. In the
first row, it can easily be seen that 85.1% of the horses in the
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USA-bred  top 10, with

overall rank in brackets
Europe-bred  top 10, with
overall rank in brackets

Sadlers Wells (USA)  (1) Efisio (2)

Fairy King (USA)  (3) Warning (5)

Danehill (USA)  (4) Cadeaux Genereux (8)

Caerleon (USA)  (6) Generous (9)

Green Desert (USA)  (7) Statoblest (13)

Beveled (USA)  (10) Primo Dominie (15)

Royal Academy (USA)  (11) Risk Me (FR) (17)

Alzao (USA)  (12) Reprimand (18)

Night Shift (USA)  (14) Distant Relative (21)

Rainbow Quest (USA) (16) Indian Ridge (25)

USA-bred  top 10, with

overall rank in brackets
Europe-bred  top 10, with
overall rank in brackets

Shamardal (USA) (3) Invincible Spirit (1)

Kheleyf (USA) (11) Galileo (2)

Ishiguru (USA) (40) Acclamation (4)

Selkirk (USA) (44) Oasis Dream (5)

Elusive City (USA) (47) Cape Cross (6)

Nayef (USA) (47) Kodiac (8)

Intense Focus (USA) (52) Pivotal (9)

Bertolini (USA) (56) Dubawi (10)

Halling (USA) (57) Dark Angel (12)

Jeremy (USA) (64) Footstepsinthesand (12)

Blinkers W R SR

1st time 1275 8585 14.9

2nd time 1051 8585 12.2

3rd time 802 8585 9.3
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sample DID NOT win and go up the weights. Moreover, horses
which have won their last race win much more often than
horses which have not – even after their official rating has
been revised. The BHA handicappers do not put winning
horses up enough, as this table shows:

So far in 2017, the 883 horses who won a race last time out
have a 17.2% SR while the 3,580 who did not win have a 9.3%
SR – nearly half! It’s a huge advantage in a handicap to have
won your last race.

Nevertheless, there is surely merit in Jeff’s comment when
applied to individual cases. I should not have postulated a
universal truth such as horses “getting wise” to headgear.
Some horses probably do, but others among the 14.9% who
win, have landed bad races, go up in the weights and get
beaten – just as Jeff implies. A few others improve in blinkers
and continue to thrive.

The numbers I presented got the idea across well, but I was
too blinkered as to the conclusion! Thanks for your comments.

Happy Days!

Congratulations to Mark on yet another highly successful

season, and also to the Kingsley Klarion for keeping me in

touch with the present racing scene. Monty Court's letter in the

October edition of the Klarion on the improvements in racing

campaigned for by the Sporting Life brought back, in my case,

happy memories.

As a 16-year-old setting out as a jumps jockey in 1940 I

knew nothing about health and safety and probably little about

anything else. On my arrival in the weighing room for my first

ride I stripped down to my underpants, put on girls' stockings

(no tights around then), breeches, boots and colours. Back

protectors, goggles and gloves had not entered the equation.

The only available boots that my valet could provide were

several sizes too big. Not good for my image, but I was proud

to be wearing the boots worn by Bruce Hobbs to win the

Grand National on Battleship. When the jockeys were called

out to ride, the valet would tie the ribbons of the cap to secure

the flimsy cork skullcap.

Safety was not a consideration and there was no limit to the

number of runners in a race. It was not unusual to have 30

runners going round the sharp Plumpton track, made worse by

the fact that the first hurdle was then halfway down the hill,

resulting in a mad rush.

Such was my youthful enthusiasm, that I even looked

forward to my first proper fall. My wish was quickly granted

with a real purler at Cheltenham. I was passed fit to ride in the

next race, but luckily the late Tom Masson noticed that my

collar-bone was broken. I was returned to an embarrassed

doctor and then detained with delayed concussion. It was not

the only time that such incidents were treated so casually.

Cleanliness was not taken into account and, as just one

example there was only a bowl and jugs of cold water

available at Wye. Happy days! I enjoyed every minute because

that is how it was, but maybe I was lucky that a call to arms

brought an end to my ambitions. 

My thoughts are with all the lads

riding now.

BOB BUTCHERS
Liphook, Hants

Beginner’s luck at bookies

We would like to thank you once again for our monthly

Kingsley Klarion, which we greatly enjoy reading. We were

devastated on reading the sad news of your special horse,

Permian. What a terrible shock and difficult time for all of you

at Kingsley Park. Our condolences to you all.

Unfortunately, we were not able to attend Glorious

Goodwood this year, the first time for more than 30 years we

have missed it. But, for the first time, I entered a local

bookmakers to back your horses  --  and with great success

too! Your roll of honour is absolutely amazing and many, many

congratulations. As huge fans and supporters we wish you

continued success.

Good luck with the rest of the season and we look forward

to seeing more winners. 

SALLY  AND ANTHONY MARSDEN
Cuckfield, West Sussex

Keep it simple

John Scanlon’s comments in the October Klarion about just a

few of the ridiculous remarks made by some writers on various

sports, as well as by jockeys and trainers when describing their

horses (most often in post-race interviews), were well made

and timely. Sometimes, we seem to be in an age of hyperbole

in these matters.

I suggest that some racecourse commentators are equally

crass when using phrases that they imagine will “engage” with

those viewing or listening to a race, such as: “Early doors, it’s

so-and-so  making the running”;  “The going is more holding

than the mother-in-law’s gravy”;  “The leader stays longer than

the mother-in-law”. 

The poor mother-in-law is the support line of every aspiring

comic in charge of a microphone. Whoever coined the first of

these three examples (there are many others one could add to

the list), should be cast into the outer darkness. Why not,

simply say: “They’re off, and so-and-so leads”?

To those jockeys striving to say something encouraging to

the connections of the beaten horse, I recommend taking note

of words passed by a leading flat-race rider of the 1970s and

1980s.  He was warned by the trainer for whom he was riding

that the animal was useless, having finished tailed-off more

times than he could remember, but would he, please, say

something complimentary about his mount, to those gathered

around the horse after the race. 

Sure enough, the horse struggled in last. The jockey

dismounted, unsaddled and, after a lengthy silence while he

looked at his beaten mount, remarked: “He’s a lovely colour!”

ANTONY VERDIE
Banstead, Surrey

The Klarion welcomes your letters 
Send to: klarion@markjohnstonracing.com 

or Kingsley Klarion, Kingsley Park, Park Lane, Middleham, DL8 4QZ. 

Please include your name, postal address and 

a telephone contact number.  Letters may be edited.


